Name:
Consensus Assignment Demo Rubric

Part 1: Meaning (5):
- Non-Atomic ASync (1)
- Non-Atomic Sync (1)
- Centralized Async (1)
- Centralized Sync (1)
- Basic Paxos (1)

Part 2: Simulation (30):
- Non Atomic ASync 2-Command Traces (3)
- Non Atomic Sync 2-Command Traces (3)
- Centrallized Async 2-Command Traces (3)
- Centralized Sync 2-Command Traces (3)
- Sequential Paxos Traces (3)
- Non Atomic ASync 500-Command Timing (3)
- Non Atomic Sync 500-Command Timing (3)
- Centrallized Async 500-Command Timing (3)
- Centralized Sync 500-Command Timing (3)
- Sequential Paxos 500-Command Timing (3)

Part 3: Understanding Paxos Phases (10)
- Identified making of prepare request (2)
- Identified receipt of prepare request (2)
- Identified majority prepare verdict (2)
- Identified accept request receipt (2)
- Identified majority accept verdict (2)

Total : _____ / 45

Notes and Other Comments